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no reason why they should not teach themselves at their
own rate and be given help as they need it.
Nor should intellectual success or failure be treated as
a moral quality. If a child does well we should be pleased
and encourage him to use that good mind of his better;
if he does badly we should do our best to find out his
difficulty and help him to overcome it.
Special difficulties, e.g. inability to do arithmetic, should
never keep a child in a lower class than is suitable for him.
Adler maintains that all these special difficulties, especially
with arithmetic, are but manifestations of maladjustment
to environment. The child for some reason shirks social
life and does not want to be judged by the standards by
which his fellows are judged. Arithmetic above all subjects
can be judged by results, and so the child says he can't
do arithmetic!
I am inclined to think unpsychologic teaching has more
to do with such problems than any other cause. If a child
is scolded for bad work, he tends to dislike the subject, and
if his teacher is worried about his results he feels that
atmosphere and is worried also. Bad early teaching is
always a stumbling-block, but especially in arithmetic*
Until children have had a great deal of experience they do
not and cannot make or apply generalizations of so abstract
a nature as those necessary for any but the simplest work
in numbers. Hence, teachers anxious to get children to
do ' real sums' suggest the necessary generalizations and
persuade themselves that the class understands. Not once
in a hundred lessons do you hear a child say * hence the
rule '; it is always the teacher who, after giving the illns-
trative material he thinks necessary, enunciates the rale
for- finding area, interest, dividing fractions, &c.
If only children could be allowed to work at their own
rate, to collect their own experience and enlarge it as they
found a need ; if only their generalizations could actually
be theirs and not verbal statements learnt from a teacher

